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TEISHO BY KYOZAN JOSHU  ROSHI 

Mount Baldy Zen Center 

28 January, 1998 

Translator: Giko  

 

Joshu’s “Wash Your Bowls” 

 

Mumon’s Comment: Joshu opened up his mouth showing his gall bladder and exposing his heart 

and liver.  If the monk did not hear what was truly said he would have ended up calling a temple 

bell a jar. 

 

Mumon’s Verse: 

 

 The very intention to master clearly 

  On the contrary delays the realization. 

 Quickly realize flame is fire. 

 The rice has already been cooked a long time. 

 

  “Mumon says,” this Mumon Osho coming to give comment on this koan, where 

did he come from?  Did he come from the east, or did he come from the west?  This shika, it’s 

difficult for us to communicate because we both are having trouble with the words, the language, 

so the inji has to always be helping him.  And when the inji helps is the inji standing up in the 

east helping, or is the inji standing up in the west helping?  And you, shika, are you getting 

helped standing up in the east or the west?  Which?  Without really grasping that principle, and 

simply blabbering away with the inji you’ll never be training your self.  It’s enough just to talk 

about the shika’s duty.  That’s all you need to talk about.  It isn’t the position of the shika to 

spend all day talking about irrelevant boring things.  The shika must stake his very life on 

fulfilling his duties as shika (shinimonogurui 死に物狂い be in a death struggle, be desperate).  

Just talk about your koan, that’s all that is necessary.  But if you go around blabbering about 

your koan with your friends, that also is not real training.  The reason for this is that a koan is 

meant to solve your problem, the problem of your very self, it isn’t something that someone else 

can help you with.  

 So let’s really grasp what Mumon has to say here.  I think it’s fair to say that Mumon 

did a really good job on this comment.  He really clearly snatched up Joshu, and is explaining 

what Joshu is.  If you are going to talk about me, you better have really grasped what am I 

before you start talking about me.  But if you start blabbering on and on about the Roshi just 

like you were some little girl in the neighborhood then you are no longer being a Zen monk.  

Real Zen training is staking your very life.  You only have one life to stake, and you have to 

give all of it. 

 So here comes Mumon speaking about Joshu and he says “Joshu completely opened up 

his mouth.”  It means that without completely, perfectly opening up your mouth, then it isn’t 

real speech.  Mumon comments and he says, “Showing his gall bladder, and exposing his heart 

and liver,” it means that Joshu has completely spit up, vomited up these organs of gall bladder, 

liver, and heart, and exposed them completely.  But it isn’t enough for me to just say that.  I 

have to ask you where did he spit up his gall bladder and liver?  What kind of place was it? 

 When man and woman are completely making relationship with each other this is exactly 

the kind of situation it is.  They are manifesting their gall bladder and liver.  And Mumon is 

commenting here on Joshu saying, “Hey you , did you eat your breakfast or not?”  That is what 

he’s talking about.  He’s talking about showing his gall bladder and liver meaning to 

completely grasp up all the food.  (He opens his mouth completely, opens his gall bladder 

and liver completely, and grasps up all the food) To do this kind of activity of mind, to do this 
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kind of functioning, that is what we mean by true love.  That’s why we say there is nothing 

more noble, nothing more precious than true love. 

 So, what kind of a place is it that Joshu has spit up his gall bladder and liver in to?  I 

wonder if we can say that it’s the activity of man which manifests the gall bladder, and it’s the 

activity of woman that realizes the liver?  The world in which gall bladder and liver have been 

thrown out in to, there is no world other than the gall bladder and the liver.  He’s saying that 

this whole entire cosmos, permeating throughout every part of this entire universe, now gall 

bladder and liver have covered it all.  A violent tempest (大荒れ oare)  of gall bladder and 

liver have brought an end to the cosmos.  The whole universe is doing the activity of gall 

bladder and liver.  This kind of activity must be done with as the foundation of this activity, the 

staking of your very life.  There is no life other than that.  The life of man and the life of 

woman both have been led to destruction by this great cosmos.  There is no thinking in it.  

There is no one to see this activity of love.  In Tathagata Zen we say that there is nothing more 

precious than that kind of functioning.  It’s not just playing around.  There is no true love other 

than staking your entire life.   

 And from the olden days people have praised this comment by Mumon saying he really 

got to the heart of Joshu.  It’s like you all with your giant arms like King Kong grasping your 

lover.  It’s a situation in which the woman has completely been embraced, and doing the 

complete activity of mind, she has melted in to every part of the man’s body.   

 Having said this you can probably easily grasp the situation of the monk having heard 

Joshu’s question, “Have you eaten?”  And the monk answering, “Yes, I have.” 

  The dharma activity, the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata do this most precious of 

activities, but they also cannot stop there.   Inevitably this situation will break open, and that is 

what we call being reborn, or the activity of resurrection.  And when resurrection occurs then 

these two activities separate from one another, and the worlds of past, present, and future 

immediately appear.  That’s why we say that when the self appears the worlds of future and 

past simultaneously appear.  In Tathagata Zen we say that when the self appears at the very 

same time mother and father appear.  But there might be some of you who insist on your own 

way of thinking and say, “No, I don’t think so Roshi.  I’m sure that my mother and father 

appeared before I did.”  There are always these quibblers (屁理屈を言う).  Can you really say 

whether your father was there before you were there, or can’t you?  When you were born, your 

mother and father also appeared.  Exactly simultaneously mother and father come up with the 

birth of the self.  So you always have mother and father.  All of you have a mother and a 

father.  And all of your younger sisters and older brothers, they also always have mother and 

father.  They are the same.  It’s never the case that your mother and father are different than 

you sister’s or brother’s mother and father.  What I’m saying is that if you begin the way of 

thinking of, “Well, I have a mother and father, and then my mother and father they had their own 

mothers and fathers, and so on and so forth,” you will never be able to grasp your origin.  What 

I’m saying is that if you look into the past and start thinking in the way that my father is different 

than your father, then you will never be able to catch your true origin.   

 Older brother’s mother and father, younger sister’s mother and father, older  sister’s  

mother and father, all of these are the same.  Everybody is having the same mother and father.  

There are no two.  Some people hearing this might think that it’s illogical, that it doesn’t make 

any sense, but in Buddhism we say that there are no mother or father other than the dharma 

activity.  My mother and father is the dharma activity.  My mother’s mother and father is also 

the dharma activity.  We clearly say (きっぱりと) that there are no parents other than the 

dharma activity.  The mother and father of the snake; the mother and father of the mosquito, 

and your mother and father, they’re the same!  If we say it in an extreme way that’s how it 

comes out.   

 Your mother and your father and you all have the activity of holding the dharma.  You 
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are all doing this activity of having the dharma activity. 

 But there are differences.  Father is doing the activity of man, and mother is doing the 

activity of woman.  And what about you?  You, when you have appeared in this world where 

past and future are opposing one another, have both plus and minus as your content.  You are 

doing the activity of zero.  Father is a man, he appears doing the activity of man.  Mother is a 

woman, and so when she appears she does the activity of woman.  And that’s why mother and 

father both, when they look at the child, love the child.  They look at the child and they love the 

child in a completely equal way and make relationship. 

 When father looks upon the child he notices that the child has something he doesn’t have.  

And when mother looks upon the child she also sees that the child has something she doesn’t 

have.  That’s why mother and father equally, and simultaneously give their love to the child.  

If you can’t understand this principle then you won’t understand the perspective of mother, or 

father, or your self.  

  Psychology is a field of scholarship that has become very popular these days, and 

maybe psychologists also see it in this same way, when they look upon an infant they might say, 

I don’t know but I think maybe they would say that the infant is doing both the male activity and 

the female activity, therefore is neither male nor female.  The position of the infant is to have 

received absolutely equally both plus and minus.  And in Tathagata Zen we say that even after 

maturation, even after you have become an adult, this self, this resurrected self always has both 

plus and minus as its content.   

 And as I tell you over and over again, the self, after its born, inevitably is bound to 

manifest the complete self.  And when the complete self is manifest, it’s manifest through the 

self being plus, and being minus.  The plus part of the self makes relationship with father and 

becomes the complete man, and the minus part of the self makes relationship with mother and 

becomes the complete woman.  This is the kind of psychological activity which occurs.  

 Within the process of the self becoming the complete self without fail the self will 

manifest the complete activity of father, the complete tatha-gata activity, and also the complete 

tatha-agata activity.  The pure versions of these activities.  In that case there are no mothers or 

fathers.  This is the situation in which the plus self is in opposition to the minus self, and the 

plus self manifests itself as the minus self, and vice versa.  This is when for the first time the 

kind of consciousness is completely manifest that says, “I am a man, I’m not a woman,” or “I am 

a woman, I’m not a man.”  What I’m saying is that the kind of consciousness that appears here 

is the consciousness that if you are a man you realize that the thing that you don’t have is had by 

woman, and if you’re a woman you realize that the thing that you don’t have is the thing that the 

man has.   

 According to Tathagata Zen within the process of the self reaching complete maturation 

countless, numberless times the activity will repeat in which subject and object unify and 

separate, unify and separate, until the way of consciousness appears of the self realizing it is 

seeing itself.  Every time the self is resurrected, every time the resurrected self appears it is the 

pure self.  It is the self which no longer needs to search for the self because this is the self that 

has both plus and minus as its content.  We could say it’s the holy person like self. 

 There are many different kinds of existent things.  Some things are born from eggs; 

becoming an egg and then being born from the egg, and then some things are born having 

developed their entire body within the womb, and then they’re born.  In the diamond sutra they 

enumerate four different modes of birth.  But actually it’s not that important to talk about that at 

this point.   

 Even in the human world when you are born, that born self, that infant is born with both 

the plus and the minus as its content.  But that condition of the resurrected self, the condition of 

the self having appeared is also never fixated.  Inevitably that condition will change into the 

condition of plus and minus clearly opposing one another.    

 This is when the world of differences clearly appears, the world where it’s clear that men 
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and women are different.  This kind of consciousness inevitably will come up.  Everybody 

talks about discriminating, making distinctions, realizing about differences, but when you talk 

about it do you really know what you’re talking about?  What I’m saying is that the world of 

distinctions doesn’t appear until it’s clear that, for instance, “I’m a man, and that person over 

there is a woman.”   

 But the world of distinctions in reality is not the world of distinctions.  The world of 

distinctions appears within the process of evolution, within the process of growing.  There is no 

such thing as a fixated world of distinctions.   

 The world of distinctions never fixates itself as the world of distinctions.  Again it will 

do the activity of the repetition of unification and separation.   

 The situation of plus and minus being in clear opposition is the situation where self is 

looking on self of a completely different character.  Two selves of different characters looking 

at each other.  As I always tell you, the situation of opposition is subject and object opposing 

one another.  The opposition of man and woman.  And before this world of opposition 

appeared, that was the world of past, present, and future.  The world of only past and future 

appears when the present has totally disappeared.    As long as you are thinking then the 

world of the present always will be there.  The reason why you are always thinking is because 

you are always in the position of the self which is in the present moment, the self which looks on 

past and future, the self which looks on mother and  father.  And as I always tell you, that self 

is the incomplete self.  That self is manifesting the incomplete cosmos.   

 And the things that are surrounding that incomplete cosmos are the activities of plus and 

minus.  When that self has completely disappeared, that is when the self has made plus and 

minus completely its content.  We talk about dissolving the self, manifesting no-self, but when 

you look at it from the other side this self dissolution is actually making all of plus and all of 

minus your content.  So don’t be afraid of dissolving your self. 

 There was a German person who was here, and that person had a nervous breakdown 

because I kept on saying to dissolve your self, dissolve your self, and he or she thought, “I’m 

going to die.  Nothing will be left.”  When you dissolve your self plus and minus are 

completely integrated in to your self.  You must do this activity of dissolving your self.  That 

is true love.  If you can really love truly then you can also dissolve your self.  But if you are 

not able to do this activity of truly loving then you will always be afraid of death, “Oh no, I’m 

going to die.”  But all of you , when you do the activity of true love you are already doing the 

activity of dissolving your self.  Self dissolution is not what most people think it is.  It’s not 

simply the activity of dying.  Through dissolving your self the perfect self appears. 

 And that German person who had the nervous breakdown, I hear that he or she has 

become a famous meditation teacher.  Well, great.  And there is also this kind of teaching I 

suppose, there is also this kind of process, I don’t know exactly what this person is teaching, but, 

unable to do self negation they are probably teaching the meditation of continual self affirmation, 

and it’s not my position to really say anything about it.  And although it is not my position to 

reject any kind of teaching, I should make clear that as long as you are unconditionally affirming 

the incomplete self, and acknowledging the incomplete self, then you will also always be 

unconditionally acknowledging and recognizing the worlds of past and future, and therefore 

always be being controlled by the  worlds of past and future, and never be able to escape that 

being controlled.  And this kind of perspective is the kind of perspective in which you can only 

find satisfaction through conquering that which is other than your self, and that is the basis for a 

world where there is no end to war.  But even if you have a great desire for conquering there is 

no possible way you can conquer the past, or conquer the future.   

 So although I can acknowledge that there is this process, there is the kind of training 

where you are constantly affirming the self, I have to say just in passing that you will never find 

true peace of mind through that kind of process. 

 Without dissolving your self it isn’t possible to experience for your self the complete 
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condition, or the position of God.  And when the self does dissolve that is when tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata are facing one another.  And that is when the activity is a completely will-less 

activity.  This is the position of the origin.  This is the standpoint where unification and facing 

occur over and over again without any will.  The condition of the origin is the condition in 

which plus and minus are unifying with one another, and then facing one another over and over 

again, completely will-lessly. 

 When the self is born, when the self appears then it does the process of expanding, and 

numberlessly, countlessly it manifests new conditions of the origin, over and over again, until 

finally it reaches the ultimate, the extreme point where it doesn’t need to do the activity of 

expanding anymore. 

 “If this monk did not hear what was truly said he would have ended up mistaking a 

temple bell for a jar.”  Mumon is saying something exactly on the mark here without mistake.  

This is the kind of thing that you can’t really understand unless you’ve done zazen for ten or 

fifteen years and over and over again had the experience for yourself of resurrection. 

 This word “ji 事” which is translated “what was truly said” it just means “thing” 

actually, the way you should interpret it is to mean your very body.  This what was truly said, 

this thing is the unification of subject and object.  So you have to grasp this ji, this what was 

truly said, this thing to mean the body of the complete condition, the complete self, that has no 

inside, no outside, that is beyond all comparison.  But what is it that forms this thing?  It’s the 

activity of mind which is an activity of two activities of plus and minus. 

 When plus and minus divide then the thinking self appears.  But when the thinking self 

has appeared then of course it can’t see this true thing.  What the thinking self can see, and also 

can think about, are the activities of future and past.  But without fail the activity of mind will 

manifest the condition of unification.  That’s what we call the manifestation of the activity of 

zero.  And it goes without saying that this ji, this true thing is the activity of zero.  And we also 

call this activity of the true thing, we say what it has as its content, is the activity of the principle, 

the natural principle, or the activity of reason.  And when plus and minus completely become 

one, that is the true thing.  That’s the condition that appears when the self dissolves.  But when 

the self has not dissolved, although the self is in the world of this true thing it cannot see the true 

thing.  It can think about past and future, maybe it can see past and future, but it can’t see the 

true thing.  This is a very difficult thing.  I know a lot of you have only done zazen for three or 

five years, and I don’t really expect you to understand it, but since I’m giving teisho on this I 

have to talk about it.  I wonder if you understand. 

 It seems to me as if you’re wasting your time blabbering about this and that, and how do 

you expect real Zen to be born doing that? 

 So when he says to hear what was truly said it means that if you can truly hear the 

activity of the reason that is manifesting the true thing, then you will manifest the true thing your 

self.  You will then without fail dissolve your self, and manifest your self as the true thing.   

 And then Mumon asks you, “But what about if you are listening to this teisho, and you 

are hearing about the activity of reason, the activity of tatha-gata and tatha-agata which forms 

this true body, and even though you are hearing about this, what if you can’t put it into practice?”  

He says, “Isn’t it the case that forever you will simply be stuck in your “I am self?” And that’s 

why I really like this comment.   

 When you are attached to your self then it comes to pass that the self only thinks about 

what is convenient for yourself.  In American democracy it seems as if there are two big parties, 

the democrats and the republicans.  And it seems pretty good to me, just like it’s divided in to 

plus and minus.  But wouldn’t it be good if there was another party that came up representing 

the activity of the appearing and disappearing self.  It’s not enough just to have the democrats 

who believe in the activity of future and the republicans who believe in the activity of past.  

Wouldn’t it be good if another party came up which insisted on both appearing and disappearing 

of the self.   
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 But here’s the problem, when you fixate your self then you always will be caught up in 

thinking about what is comfortable and convenient for your self, and you will insist upon that 

kind of thinking.  And in that case even if you are taught about the activity of the future you 

will misunderstand it as the activity of the past.  And even if you hear about the activity of the 

past, because you will interpret it in the way that’s convenient for yourself you’ll interpret it 

oppositely as the activity of the future.   

 You won’t be able to hear the true voice, but you must hear the true voice.  But if you 

can hear the true voice then you’ll understand clearly for yourself that plus and minus are always 

making relationship with you.  Mumon is only talking about not being able to hear the true 

voice, but when you are able to hear the true voice, then your self dissolves. 

 The bell went quite a long time ago so I should probably stop, but this comment is really 

a great comment.  I wonder if there are any Roshis that can really clearly understand this 

comment and give teisho on it.  Actually don’t worry about other Roshis, all of you please hear 

the true voice for yourselves.  But of course you already know that if you attach to the true 

voice it no longer is the true voice.              


